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Mary Hare was a passionate Teacher of the Deaf who
founded the school on the positive “can-do” belief that
deaf children could achieve academically through speaking
and listening. One hundred years later, Mary Hare School,
near Newbury, is now the largest non-maintained special
school for the deaf in the UK. We have over 200 pupils
aged 5-19 from around the country across our Primary and
Secondary schools. The majority of our pupils are severely
or profoundly deaf, but we have pupils across the range of
levels of hearing loss. Most of our pupils have hearing
parents, with 20% of our pupils having one or both
parents who are deaf. There are varied causes of deafness,
including children with relatively rare syndromes.

Audiology lies at the heart of the school’s philosophy and
forms the foundation for all our work. As a department,
we are constantly busy with over 400 ears to manage.
This involves managing equipment (both personal
and educational amplification), ear health, hearing
assessments, and holding records on every child, as well
as supporting all staff with updates and training. We have
dedicated staff in myself and a second full-time
audiologist, and two technicians. We do not work in
isolation but recognise that, in order to support our
children, it is down to teamwork and developing
partnerships with others. 

Form teachers and care teams have care packs and
batteries to support the day-to-day management of issues
and for pupils to maintain their own equipment. The
school day starts with form time for checking amplification
and any issues are passed to the Audiology team. The
volume of equipment in use means repairs are a daily
requirement. The priority is to get equipment repaired or
replaced as soon as possible and returned directly to pupils
in class to minimise the time without amplification. We
pride ourselves on providing a quick turnaround but this
does lead to high expectations and we get the impression
that some pupils think we actually live and sleep in school!

We work closely with our medical department and can
refer children for earwax removal and treatment,
including GP and ENT referrals. We also liaise with our
speech and language therapy team eg in supporting the
development of listening skills with new hearing aids and
cochlear implants.

The school Audiology department works in partnership
with the local Audiology service at the Royal Berkshire
Hospital (RBH) in Reading. All our hearing aid pupils are
registered on the hospital Auditbase system, which the
school department accesses through a secure internet
connection. This means that replacement aids can be

programmed on site.
Hearing aid reviews are
held on site every week,
supported by a
dedicated audiologist
from RBH working with
the school audiologist. 

As a national school, we
work with cochlear
implanted children from
a range of implant
centres. We have close
contact with all the
teams and two centres
carry out outreach
tuning appointments for
pupils on site using the
school clinic. This
reduces time out of
school, develops
independence and
allows staff face-to-face
contact to support
pupils.

Earmould impressions
are taken on site and
processed by our own

Audiology at Mary Hare School
Vivien Ogg gives an overview of the dedicated approach to audiology at Mary Hare that ensures that

deaf children in their care receive the best audiological solutions so that they have the optimum

chance of academic success
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earmould laboratory, Arlington Labs. This allows quick
turnaround and first-hand expertise to find solutions for
pupils eg with suitable materials and designs. 

Direct contact with manufacturers of both hearing aids
and auditory implants is essential in supporting our work.
The nature of our caseload means that we are often at the
cutting edge of the latest technology and continually have
to learn about new devices. We are also able to give
feedback on problems and assist in any redesign. eg the
ear hook design on the Advanced Bionics Naida processor.
Another great development is the support for spares
directly from manufacturers,
allowing the quick delivery of
spares to school. 

We work closely with outside
agencies, in particular with the
NDCS who support with an
annual visit of the roadshow to
provide workshops, such as
helping with transition planning
beyond Mary Hare for our Sixth
Form. We are also fortunate to
draw on technical support from
the Ewing Foundation who
have an office at our
Primary site.

One of our biggest challenges
as a residential school is
keeping parents involved and
informed. Face-to-face contact
is best and happens at Annual
Reviews and Parent
Consultation days. However,
the day-to-day issues can now
be communicated via emails so

they know that any
concerns, particularly
regarding
equipment, are
being managed and
they can stop
worrying.

At the heart of all
we do are the pupils
themselves. We have
an open-door policy
so that they feel able
to come and see us
directly, as well as via
staff and parent
referrals. 

Beyond the Ears 
All pupils are deaf
but they are
individuals and it is
crucial to understand
the whole child, and
so we employ a

holistic approach. We have to be more than just
audiologists: we have to be listeners, counsellors,
detectives, psychologists and mediators; it can also feel like
you have to be magicians, mind readers and jugglers!
Taking time to gather and unravel the facts whilst
maintaining a sense of humour and remaining patient can
be challenging. For example, a pupil returns to school with
no hearing aids (again!) – this appears deliberate and then
you discover they have an ear infection.

The aim is to provide a safe, non-judgemental
environment, one in which pupils have time and space to
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express themselves and explore their deaf identity eg
exploring the possibility of a cochlear implant or
understanding the cause of their hearing loss. The time
and space we provide as audiologists sometimes means
that we can explore issues and find a suitable solution
together. In Audiology, they understand that they cannot
fail and there is no right or wrong.

Case studies 
Here are few examples of our day to day work: 
It is summer term, early morning and I received a phone
call to say a pupil was on his way to see me, totally
distraught as their hearing had dropped overnight and
they were due to sit their French listening exam that day.
They had a history of a fluctuating loss and so the timing
couldn’t be worse. I knew that I had to keep calm and
focused to deal with the situation. Firstly, I checked his ears
and got ready to do a hearing test. He handed me his aid
and it was all working. Finally, I checked the coloured
mould and pulled the tubing out to find it blocked with
wax. His face was a picture as I handed him a re-tubed
mould and witnessed a miracle – his hearing returned to
normal and off he went beaming to his exam. Panic over
for him and all staff who were on standby to support! 

A frequent issue (given we deal with teenagers) is “I can’t
find my processor/hearing aid”. They report that they lost
it outside. Therefore, out you go with the child, rain or
snow, with the metal detector trying to locate it! This does

test your patience but, amazingly, we have successfully
recovered processors, even ones lost in the snow and then
reappearing a few days later when the snow has melted.
A frequent discussion is: could a lost implant be stuck to
something? We have recovered them from radiators, chair
legs, on a coach seat to name a few. All this requires
detective skills, trying to work out just where and when it
was misplaced! Of course, you have taken their word and
searched where they report they lost it and then you
casually ask “Have your checked your pockets and school
bag?” and, magically, it appears when they were adamant
that they lost it outside!

A wet day is not only a day of dread for those on break
and lunch duty but also for us, as the queue for the dry
boxes exceeds capacity! The worst is when the care staff
bring equipment for us to fault-find, as it got wet last
night and then reveal … “down the toilet!”

Top Tips for managing Audiology in any setting
For ToDs
l Always start with the basics! 
l Be organised and logical in your approach
l Provide a safe and relaxed environment for pupils
l Listen to the child but don’t always take things at face

value
l Give them time to talk and explain
l Use a step-by-step approach and plan with the pupil
l Understand that you may not be dealing with an

equipment issue.

For Pupils
l To know that in audiology there is no right or wrong
l They cannot fail
l That as a ToD you will always listen, try to

understand and find solutions.

Conclusion
Mary Hare School provides a unique environment for
both students and staff, and audiology provision lies at
the heart of the school and its ethos. The development
of hearing technology today is unbelievable and
ever-evolving. However, the technology needs to be
appropriate and to be working reliably. This requires a
team approach, both within the school and with those
outside. Thinking holistically and beyond the ears is
fundamental in supporting pupils to fulfil their potential.

If Mary Hare were able to visit us today, I feel that she
would be astounded with the level of technology available
to support listening while her vision for deaf children
remains the foundation for all that we do at Mary Hare. ■

Vivien Ogg is a Teacher of the
Deaf and Educational
Audiologist and Head of
Audiology, Mary Hare Schools
in Newbury, Berkshire.

Batod Annual
Conference 2018

Saturday 17th March 2018

Evidence, evidence,
evidence

Linden Lodge School, 
61 Princes Way, SW19 6JB

The BATOD Conference this year will be
back in London at the Linden Lodge School
and the theme will be "Evidence, Evidence,
Evidence" and will again take the form of a
Continuing Professional Development Day.

We hope that we will attract colleagues
from sensory support services and 

allied professionals. We expect the event
to be well attended with approximately

100 delegates.

Look out for further information
with this magazine and on the website


